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The purpose of this paper is to characterize the universal sentences
preserved under the formation of zero-element extensions. Here a
zero-element extension is defined as follows.
Let -(A, {f <p}, {r <a}} and /* (A*, {f’ <p}, {r* <a}}
be structures of the same similarity type, where A,A* are domains,
is
f, f* are n()-ary operations, and r, r,* are m()-ary relations.
called a zero-element extension of if the following three conditions
hold:
(1) A* consists of all elements in A and an element not contained
in A which is denoted by o, i.e. A* =A U {o} and o e A
(2) For any p and any al,...,an()e A*,
if f,(al,
an())-f* (al,
o
if at least one of a,...,a() is o;
and any a,
(3) For any
a(,)) i and
a,(,) e A*, r*(a,
only i either r,(a,..., a(,)) or ax=...=a(,)=o.
Each o the well-known preservation theorems asserts that a
sentence is preserved under a given algebraic construction (or constructions) if and only if it is equivalent to a sentence having certain
ormal properties which depend chiefly on occurrences of logical
symbols. However, the formal properties of sentences, which appear
in our discussion, depend largely on occurrences of individual variables
as well as occurrences of logical symbols.
Let L be a first-order language with or without equality. A structure ?I of the similarity type corresponding to L is simply called a structure or L. The domain o is denoted by D[]. Let ) be any formula
of L which contains at most some of the distinct variables Xl,
x
as free variables, and let ax,...,a be elements in D[]. Then we
write [ax/x,..., an/Xn], if a,..., a satisfy in when the free
variables x,
a respectively. If
x are assigned the values a,
I [a/x,
a/x] holds for any elements a,
a in D[], we say
that is valid in and we write /
holds for every strucIf
Let F be a sentence or a set of sentences
ture for L, we write
/for
of L. A structure
L is called a model of/" if
for
F or g[
every in F. We denote by t/(F) the class of all models of F. If /(F)
is not empty, we say that/" is satisfiable. Furthermore, let z/be a
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sentence or a set of sentences of L. If ff/(/’)/(z/), we write F l::
If F z/and z//’, we say that/ is equivalent to z/, and we write
Hereafter, "structure" will mean "structure for L", "formula" will
mean "formula of L", and so on.
A formula of the form r(t,
.t) is called an atomic formula,
where r is an m-ary relation symbol and $1,
are terms. If L has
the equality symbol --, a formula of the form t=u is also called an
atomic formula, where t, u are terms. The terms t,
t and t, u are
called principal terms of the atomic formulas r(tl,
t) and t=u
respectively.
Let t9 be an atomic formula. If a variable y occurs in all principal
terms of 9, we say that the atomic formula ) is regular with respect
o y. If y occurs in but it does not occur in at least one principal
term of tg, we say that the formula -), the negation of the atomic
formula, is regular with respec$ to y. A formula is called a basic
formula, if it is an atomic formula or the negation of an atomic formula.
Lemma 1. Let ) be a basic formula which contains a$ mos$ some
of the distinct variables y, x,..., x. And le$ 71" be a zero-elemen
extension of a structure
where D[I*]--D[] J {o}. Moreover le$ a,
a be elements in D[/]. Then the following hold:
( ) Assume $hat ) is regular wi$h respec$ o y. Then
?X* )[o/ y, a/ x,
a/ x].
(ii) Assume that y occurs in ) and ) is not regular with respect
to y. Then
-)[o/ y, a/ x,
a/ x].
is atomic. Then y occurs in all
Proof of (i). First suppose
principal terms of (9. Hence we have
e[o/ y, al/ X,
a/ x].
Next suppose t9 is the negation of an atomic formula
Then y occurs
in but it does not occur in at least one principal term of F. Hence
01" -[o/ y, a,/ x,
a=/ x=]
and hence
[o/ y, a/ x,
a/ x].
Proof of (ii). Let F be a basic formula such that F-O. Then
(F is regular with respect to y. Hence by (i) of this lemma,
[o/ y, a/ xl,
a/ x].
Therefore we have
1" )[o/ y, a/ x,
a/ x].
This completes the proof.
A sentence of the form yx..., yx=(O /... /tg) is called a disjunctive universal sentence, where
tg, are basic formulas (and x,
are
distinct
variables). Let be a formula which contains at
Xn
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most some of the variables x,
x as ree or bound variables. Let
X be a subset of {x,
x} and let y be a variable not contained in
{x,
x}. Then we denote by Cx- the formula ormed from by
replacing all occurrences of the variables in X by the variable y. Note
that if is a universal sentence in prenex normal form, then
Let
vx(V... V)
be a disjunctive universal sentence, where tg, ., tg are basic formulas.
We say that is regular (or weakly regular), if the following condition
(.) holds for every non-empty (or unit) subset X of {x,..., x} and for
a variable y not contained in [x,..., x}:
If y occurs in tg/
V tg thenthere exists a formula
(*)
(l_<i_<m) which is regular with respect to y.
Now we shall prove the 2ollowing
Theorem 1. Let X be a set of regular disjunctive universal sentences. Then (X) is closed under the formation of zero-element

...,

...,

=vx..

extensions.
Proof. If (X) is empty, it is obvious that /() is closed under
the formation of zero-element extensions. In the Jollowing, we assume
that (X) is not empty. Let be any structure in (X), and let
where D[*]=D[] U {o}. We shall
be a zero-element extension of
prove that
e /(X).

,

*

Now let

=Vx... Vx(V. V.)
be any sentence in X, where (9,
are basic formulas. And let
a} be any sequence of elements in D[*]. To prove e /(X),
(a,
it suffices to show that
( )
(e, v... v e,,,) [a, / x,,
a,,I x,,].
If o does not occur in (al,
a}, we can immediately obtain (). Now
we assume that o occurs in (a,
a}. Let X be the subset of {x,
x} such that x e X if and only if a=o. And let y be a variable
not contained in {x,
x}. Then it is clear that (#) is equivalent to
ve-)[oly, a, lx,,..., alx].
(e(-V
(#)
If y does not occur in tg(-V
it is obvious that () holds.
V
Then by (.) there
Now suppose that y occurs in 9(V V 9
exists a formula
(l<-i0_<_m) which is regular with respect to y.
Hence by Lemma 1 (i), we have
e-[o/y, a,I x,,
al x].
Therefore () holds also in this case. Hence we have (), and hence
Therefore we have that
e /(X). This completes the proof.
In order to study the converse of Theorem 1, we need the notion
of a reduced set of disjunctive universal sentences, which is sub-
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stantially the same as in Definition 2 in [1; 46].
Let Z be a set of disjunctive universal sentences, and let

=vx,...vx(e V... VOw)

...,

be a sentence in X, where 0,
O are basic formulas. We say that
respect
to
with
or
X
if
m=l
is reduced

Zvx...vx(OV... VO_VO+V... VOw)
does not hold for any i (l_<_i__<m). X is said to be reduced i each
sentence in X is reduced with respect to X.
The following lemma can be proved in the same way as in the
proof of Lemma 1 in [1; 46].
be a non-empty set of disjunctive universal
Lemma 2. Let
sentences. Then, there exists a non-empty reduced set 1" of disjunctive

.

universal sentences such that X@F and any basic formula occurring in
sentences in 1" occurs in some sentence in
The next lemma is analogous to a part of Lemma 2 in [1; 46].
Lemma 3. Let X be a satisfiable reduced set of disjunctive uni-

versal sentences, and let

,

vx,.., vx(0 V.. V
where 0,...,0 are basic formulas. Then for
be a sentence in
each i (l__<i__<m), there exist a structure
in () and elements a,
a in D[] such that

...,

and
(it)

I-O[a,/x,, ...,a/x]

for all ]i.

Proof. If m= 1, it is obvious that (?) holds or any structure in
the non-empty class g(X) and for any elements a,
a in D[I], and
(??) is vacuous. If m > 1, the assertion can be obtained in the same way
as ia the first part of the proof of Lemma 2 in [1; 46].
The next theorem can be regarded as the coaverse of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Let be a satisfiable reduced set of disjunctive universal sentences. If l(X) is closed under the formation of zero-element
extensions, then every sentence in X is regular.
Proof. Assume that there exists some sentence in X which is
regular.
not
We shall prove that (X) is not closed under the formation of zero-element extensions. Now let
=vx,. .vx(O V... V O,,,),
ormuls. And let y be wriable not conwhere 0,
are
bsic
O
by the defiaition of regularity of disjuncThea
tained in {x,
x}.
tive universal seatences, there exists a non-empty subset X of {x,...,
x} which satisfies the following two conditions"
(1) y occurs in some 0 (l __< i0 __< m)
(2) For every ] (l__<]_m), tg is not regular with respect to y.
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Now by Lemma 3, there exist a structure
a,..., a in D[] such that

o[a/x,
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in /() and elements

..., a/x]

and
( )

,

or all ]io.
O[a/x,..., a/x,]
be a zero-element extension of
and let D[?*]--D[I] U {o).
Then by Lemma 1 (ii), it ollows rom (1) and (2) that
e-’,[ol y, a, l x,
al x].
Moreover we have that for all ] :/:i0,
()
[ol y, al x,
al x].
(For, if y does not occur in 0) then ( ) follows from (). If y occurs
in 0 then by Lemma I (ii), () follows from (2).) Hence
Czdoes not hold. Therefore
x’. Hence
does not hold, because
/() is not closed under the ormation of zero-element extensions.
This completes the proof.
be a satisfiable universal sentence. Then,
Theorem 3. Let
is preserved under the formation of zero-element extensions if and
only if it is equivalent to a con]unction of regular disjunctive universal sentences.
Proof. Since the "if" part follows immediately from Theorem 1,
we shall prove the "only if" part. Obviously is equivalent to a nonempty finite set o disjunctive universal sentences. Therefore by
Lemma 2, there exists a non-empty finite reduced set 27 of disjunctive
universal sentences such that Z. Hence is equivalent to the conjunctioa of all sentences in Z. Since /()- /(Z) aad it is closed uder
the formation of zero-element extensions, it ollows by Theorem 2 that
every sentence in v is regular. This completes the proof.
Theorem 4. A positive universal sentence is preserved under the
formation of zero-element extensions if and only if it is equivalent to a
con]unction of weakly regular positive disjunctive universal sentences.
Proof. It is obvious that a positive disjunctive universal sentence
is regular i and only if it is weakly regular. And obviously, every
positive universal sentence is satisfiable and is equivalent to a nonempty finite set of positive disjunctive universal sentences. Hence the
theorem can be obtained in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.
Let
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